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from a point is entirely when its initial direction is 
given. According to this we obtain a determinate surface if we 
prolot!g_ th: geo:ies_ics proceedinf: the point and 
lyinn- mttlally m the gwen surface-dtrectlon ; thts surface has at 
the given point a definite curvature, which is also the curvature 
of the n-fold continuum at the given point in the given surface· 
directwn. 

§ 4.-Before we make the application to space, some con· 
siderations about flat manifoldnesses in general are necessary; i.e. 
about those in which the square of the line-element is expressible 
:15 a sum of squares of complete differentials. 

In a flat u-fold extent the total cun·ature is zero at all points 
in every direction ; it is sufficient, however (accordincr to the 
preceding investigation), for the determination of 
relations, to know that at each point the curvature is zero in 

11 independent surface dircctiom. Manifoldncsses whose 
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curvature is constantly zero may be treated as a special case 
of those whose curvature is constant. The common ch:uacter 
of these continua whose curvature is constant may be also ex· 
pressed thus, that figures m:1y be moved in stretch· 
incr. For clearly figures could not be arbttranly shifted and 

round in them if the curvature at each point were not 
the same in all directions. On the other hand, however, the mea· 
sure-relations of the m:1nifoldness are entirely determined by the 
curvature ; they are therefore exactly the same in all directions at 
one point as at another, and consequently the same constructions 
can be made from it : whence it follows that in aggregates with 
constant curvature fi6Ures may have any arbitrary position given 
them. The measure-relations of these manifoldue;ses depend only 
on the value of· the curvature, and in relation to the analytic 
expression it may be remarked th:1t if this value is denoted by a, 
the expres;ion for the line-element may be written 

I 
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§ 5--The theory of surfaces of constant curvature will serve 
for a geometric illustration. It is easy to see that surfaces whose 
=urvature is positive may always be rolled on a sphere whose 
radius is unity divided by the square root of the curvature ; but 
to review the entire m:mifoldness of these surfaces, let one of 
them have the form of a sphere and the rest the form of surfaces 
of revolution touching it at the equator. The surfaces with 
greater curv.1ture than this sphere will then touch the sphere in· 
ternally, and take a fonn like the outer portion (from the axis) 
of the surface of a ring; they may be rolled upon zones of 
spheres having less radii, but will go round more th:m once. 
The surfaces with less positive curvature are obtained from 
spheres of larger radii, by cutting out the lune bounded by h\·o 
great half-circles and bringing the section-lines together. The 
surface with curvature zero will be a cylinder standing on the 
equator ; the surfaces with negative curvature will touch the 
cylinder externally and be formed like the mner portion (towards 
the axis) of the surface of a ring. If we regard these as 
!oms in quo for surbce-regions moving in them, . as Space is 
locus in qu" for bodies, the surface reg:ions can be moved in all 
these surfaces without stretching. The surfaces with positive 
curvature can always be so formed that surface regions may also 
be moved arbitrarily about upon them without bmding, namely 
(they may be formed) into sphere-surfaces; but not those with 
negative curvature. Besides this independence of surface regions 
from position there is in surfaces of zero curvature also an inde· 
pendence of direction from position, which in the former surfaces 
does not exist. 

(To bt continued.) 

SCIENTIFIC SERIALS 
Zeitschriflfiir Ethnologit, No. 6.-The present number gives 

a compendium of useful suggestions, which might advantageously 
he acted on in other countries besides Germ:my, addressed by 
the Anthropological Society of Berlin to all persons engaged in 
exploring, or other expeditions to distant regions. In those 
directions for observing and collecting whatever is most adapted 
io extend and rectify our actual knowledge, information is given 
in regard to the various races with whom travellers may come in 
cont:1ct, and the special geographical, linguistic, social and other 
conditions, which more particularly require further elucidation. 
-Prof. A. Bastian gives us in this number with his habitual 

completeness an of the worship of the heavenly 
bodies among different nations, and the extent to which local 
conditions of cllnute and ethnological differences have influenced 
the character of the adoration offered to the sun and the moon 
and the.staro. Accordin,g to hJm a lm,: worship of the sun
except m the polar regwns-1s only to be found on elevated 
plate:J.ux, where the return of the orb of day was welcomed with 
gratitude after the colder night, while in low-lying tropical lands 
the aborigines looked with dread at the glowing ball of fire 
which each summer seemed to threaten their world with annihi· 
htion. 'Ve can strongly commend this paper as a most com• 
prehensive, although not speci:llly novel exposition of Aryan and 
other mythological systems.-The German engineer, Herr II. 
Keplin, has drawn attention to the mussel-hills (Casqudrvs 
sambaquis) of Brazil in the district of the Rio do San Francisco 
do Sol. The of these deposits appears to refute the 
idea of their being mere Kjokkenmo:iings, while the great 
respect shown by the natives for the dead, and their care to pro. 
vide them proper sepulture, would seem to afford further evidence 
that these ele\·ations, which often rise to a height of 50 feet, 
cmnot be due to the hand of man. In reference to the 
above, it m:1y interest our own arch::cologists to know that Herr 
'Valter Kauffm:1n draws attention in the same number to his 
discovery in the neighbourhood of Hull, at a spot known as 
Castle Hill, near Holderness, of a burial place belonging, as he 
conjectures, to the transition period between the Stone and 
Bronze ages. Herr Kauffman found on the western side of the 
hill, where the groun.d had been cut for building purposes, a 
fragment of some loam vessel, a compact mass of oyster shells, 
some flint flakes, and a human rib. After carefully removing the 
earth, Herr K. discovered at from 4 to 4! feet below the surface 
the vertebr::c of another skeleton, and finally collected ne:ulyall the 
bones of two skeletons, completely enclosed in a mass of oyster 
shells.-Dr. A.ll. Meyer, of Manilla, in the course of a short visit 
in the Philippines, found skulls which presented that peculiar 
appearance of sharpening or filing of the teeth, described by the 
old traveller, Thevenot, and the accuracy of which has often been 
called in que>tion. The N egrito skulls from the Philippines, 
examined by Dr. Meyer, also exhibited the artificial flattening 
of the heads noticed by Thcvenot.-Herr Virchow drew atten
tion last summer to· the fact that occasional deviations present 
themselves from the normal cranial configuration of a race, which 
ought to teach us extreme caution in regarding any single 
specimen as a typical form. He was led to m:tke this remark 
by his observation in the Anatomicll l\ofuseum of Copenhagen 
of the skull of Kay Lykke, :1. man of the noblest Danish descent, 
who had flourished two hundred years ago, and been celebrated 
in his day for his personal beauty, his effeminacy, and the sensual 
bias of his disposition. Yet the skull of this once elegant, 
accomplished, and self· indulgent courtier of the I 7th century, 
belonging to an otherwise brachycephalic race, is more strikingly 
dolichocephalic and depressed than the Neanderthal head, and 
might readily be supposed to have belon6ed to an Australian 
savage. The cranial capacity which i> given by Professor 
Panum, of Copenhagen, as 1,250 cubic centrm., is, moreover, 
below the amount that is conjecturally assumed for the Nean· 
derthal skull. 

The supplement to the Yol. of the "Zeits. f. Ethnologic," for 
I872, is exclusively occupied with the Linguistic Notes of Dr. 
G. Schweinfurth, drawn up as the result of hi;; travel in Central 
Africa, and gives numerous vocabularies and specimens of the 
languages of the different tribes who occupy the district of the 
Bahr-el-Ghasal, among whom Dr. Schweinfurth lived more 
than two years. 

Nitoz•o Gionra/( Botanico Ita!itmo, vol. iv. Nos. 1-.t, Jan.
Dec., 1872. The volume for I872 of this journal, edited by one 
of the most accomplished of Italian botanists, Prof. Caruel, con
tains evidence of considerable scientific activity in the Peninsula. 
A large space of these four numbers is devoted to cryptogamic 
botany; we have papers on the mosses of Abyssinia, by De 
Venturi, and of Ceylon and Borneo, by Hampe; on the iungiof 
Parma, by Passerini ; on .Diatoms, by Ardissone, and on a new 
classification of cryptogams, proposed by Prof. Cohn. Besides 
several papers on systematic, descriptive, and geographical 
botany, one of the most interesting on physiological and his to. 
logical subjects is by Saccardo, on the amyloid corpuscles 
contained within the !ovilla of pollen, illustrated by a 
plate. Prof. Caruel contributes a very valuable biographical 
notice of the Italian botanist, AndreJ. Cesalpino, born at 
Arezzo in 1519, and a summary of the contents of his great 
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work, "De Planti;," published at Florence in 1583, which 
bio,rapher states to contain the essential features of the classtfi· 
cation propounded by A. L. J ussieu two centuries later. 

Alllza!m d.-r Chemic uu.i Pharmack, 1873. The 
number commences with a paper on a ne1v clerivatiYe of sulpho· 
carb.tmic acid, by II. Hla;iwetz and J . _Ka:hler .. The new 
body is by the action of cubo:uc dtsulphtd.e on cam· 
phor in the pre;ence of ammonia. of tis 
are given. The numbers obtained )lY, an analysts agree well 
the formula C.,, H 10, N 4, ; thts 1s re.:::arded as an 
s:tlt ; a copper-compound C2, N 2, Cu, has been obtmned, 
but the actd cannot be isolated from 1t, as S II2 refuses to pre
cipitate the copper. Severn\ other compounds of the body are 
described.-The next paper is a short !!ole by III.. on 
the formation of Acctylen by the sllent electr!c dtscharge. 
1\Iessrs. R. lloettger and Theodor Petersen contnbu!e a 
on the Nitro-compounds of Anthrachinon. The followmg bodtcs 
are described : " a :\Ionamido:mthra· 
chi non and a Diazoanthrachinon Nitrate; the behaviour of these 
a with concentrated sulphuric acid is then described.-On 
the Vanadates of Thallium, by Thomas Carnclly. The author 
describes the method of prep:uation and of salts 
in question; this paper has already appeared m the Apnl num
ber of the Chemical Society's journal, as also has next, on 
Ethyl-amyl, by Harry Grimshaw, and paper on 
the I!eptancs from Petroleum.-Crystallograpluc Nottces, I. ,by 
C. Klein, is a long paper on the of crysta,s; 
a contribution to our knowledge of Neurm, by Juhus l\Iauthner; 
''Remarkson my \Vater Air-pum;>," by N.Jagn; and a paper on 
Excretin from Human Excrement, by F. Hinterbe.rger. The 
author has established the formula C00 ,. II360 for this body, and 
has obtained a Drominated derivati,·e C20, 1131 , llr. 2 0. 

de Ia de Glu.;mphie.-The first in 
March number is by the Abbe formerly a mtsstonary .m 
Brazil on the Solimoes, the name gtven to the Amazon from tts 

with Rio e;:ro upwards, this he!ng_ the name of the 
most powerful tnbe on. ItS banks. The Abbe _gtves. an 
of his journey up the nver as far as Peru. Hts article con tams 
many valuable facts as to towns, and people, pr<?ducts of the 
district through which he passed. The next arttcle IS the .last of 
Capt. Derregagaix's papers on the South of the Provmce of 
Oran ; the present .tre:tting of the Geology Meteorology 
of the district. Thts IS followed . by a transl.ttwn of part of 
Col Yule's e;s1y on the geography of the Oxus prefixed to 

"Journey to the Source of the N. de 
Kh1nikoff contributes a p1per on our knowledge of the Khanate 
of Khiva. 

SOCIETIES AND ACADEilfiES 

Royal Society, April. the 
of Iron Ships, and on Riveted Jomts, by Str \V1lham Faubatrn, 
llart., F.R.S. 

On the employment of l\Ieteorol!lgica\ in 
minin-. the best course for a Shtp whose sathng quahttes 
arc k;own, by Francis Galton, F.R.S. 

Zoological Society, April l\Ieeting.
Viscount \Vaiden F.R.S., president, m the clutr.-After some 
preliminary the report of the Council was read by the 
Secretary, ;:\lr. P. L. Solater, F_.R.S. It stated that the number 
of ordinary members of the Soctetyon January I last, was 3,o,;o, 
of Ferdon members, 25, and of Corre>ponding member>, 197· 
The totaJ income of the Society in I 872 was 26, 728/., being 
2,out. more than that of 187I, and exceeding the income of any 
previous year, except that of the year 1862, the Inter
national Exhibition was held. The to:al expendtture of 1872 
had been 26,goo/., and a balance of 1,g_;6/. had been carried 
forward for tne benefit of the current year. The assets of the 
Society on December 31, 1872, were calculated at 10,5321., 
while the liabilities were rc;ckoned at 5,490/, The Re,erve-lund 
consisted of a sum of 8,ooo!. Reduced 3 per Cents. The Scien
tific the Societr, fur 1872_ of 
mu:tl of Pcoceedmg>, four part. of Transo.cllons, a 
Revised List uf the Animal•, now or latdy 
in the Society's Gudens, and a .Gcner.tl Index to the ten years 
of the Society's from. to 1870 .. The most 
important work undertaken m the Soctety s Gardens m I872 had 

been the bridge over the Regent's Park Canal, inte?ded to connect 
the Society's new grounds on the north bank, wtth the present 
Garden;;. This h:td been completed in October !Jst at a toea] cost 
of I, 3331· The new Lodg-e and Entrance-gates in Primrose-hill 
Ro:td had likewise been finished, and the new entrance opened to 
the public for the first time on Easter l\Ion lay. The total 
number of to the Society's G:tnlens in 1872 had been 
648,oSS. heinrr 52, I 71 more than the number in 
187I. The number of admissions in any one day in 
1872 h:td been 44,6oS, which took phce on 1\Iay 20 (Whit 
Monday). The number of animo.ls in the :\Ienagerie on Dec. 31, 
I8]2, was 2,010. Many of the duri?g the year 
consisted of specimens of rare or httle known ammals! of whtch 
full particulars are The concluded \nth a lo!lg 
list of donors, and thetr several donallons to the :\Ien:J.gene. 
The i\Icetinno then proceeded to elect the new l\Iemben of 
Council and the Officers for the ensuing year, and a ballot 
having been taken it was found th:1t Viscount Walden, F.R.S., 
had been elected President, i\Ir, Robert Drum'T!ond, Treasurer, 
and i\Ir. P. L. Sclater, F.R.S., Secretary of the Society. The 
new l\IemLers of Council elected were Francis Galton, F.R.S., 
John P. Gassiott, Jun., St. George l\Iivart, F.R.S., George 
Russell, and Richard H. S. Vyvyan. 

Geological Society, April g.-His Grace the Duke ot 
Argyll, K. T., F.R.S., president, in the chair. The following 
communications were read:-" Lakes of the north-eastern Alps, 
and their bearin;::: on the Glacier-erosion Theory,'' by the Rev. 
T. G. Bonney, F.G.S. The purpose of this p1per was to test, 
by the lakes of the S:1lzkammergut and neighbourhood, the 
theory of the erosion of lake·b:J.sins by glaciers, which has been 
advanced by Prof. Ramsay. The author premised (1) that an ex· 
tensiYe glacier could not exist without a considerable area to sup
port it; (2) that under no circumstances could a glacier excavate 
a cliff of considerable height (s:ty 1,oooft.) approximately verti
cal; (3) that owing to the proximity of the regioas, a theory of 
excavation which applied to the Western and .Central Alps ought 
to be applicable also to the Eastern Alps. He then proceeded 
to examine a number of lakes in detail. The Konigsee lies in 
a remarkably deep, steep-sided valley, termin::tted by n cirque, 
with cliff; full a thousand feet high, and has no brge supply area 
behind. The IIalbtadtersee is similarly situated, has a cirque at 
the he::td, and two lateral valleys nearly at right angles to the 
lake, up which arms of it have formerly extended. These are 
not likely to h:n-e furnished gbcier> which could have excavated 
the bke ; and above the cirque there is no hrge supply area. 
The Gas1uthal consists of lake-basins separated by valleys of 
river-erosion. The Fuschelsee and \\'o!fgangersee, on the south 
side of the Schafberg, are separated by a narrow sharp ridge of 
hills, incapable of nourishing gbciers brge enough to grind 
them out ; there are no signs of glacier> from other directions 
having eroded them, The lllondsee and Attersce (once one 
lake) on the north lie under the cliff> of the Schafberg, 
which could not have nourished a large glacier; and the ridge 
of the Schafberg is too sharp to admit of the supposition that a 
great glacier, coming from the south, has passed over it to ex· 
cavate the lake; yet the Attersee, in a position least favourable 
to glacial action, is largest and deepest hke in the Salzkam· 
mergut. The head of the valley in which these bkes lie is 
realty among low hills, in the direction of the Au.;tro-Davarian 
plain. The Traunsee was shown to give no evidence in favour 
of a theory of glacial erosion. Since then these lakes either had 
at their preglacial cirques (the very existence of which 
was incompatible with much erosive power on the part of a 
glacier), or were beneath sharp and not ele\·ated ridge; 
of rock, the author concluded that they had not excavated 
primarily by glaciers. He considered a far m-:>re probable ex· 
planation to be, that the greater lake-basins were parts of ordi· 
nary valley;, excavated by rain and river>, the beds of which had 
undergone disturb.1nces afcer the valley ha<l assumed approxi
m:ttely its present contour. He showed that the Jakes were in 
most cases maint:tined at their present level by drift;· and that, 
while in a region so subject to slight disturb:mces as the Alps, 
positive evidence for his theory be almo ,t impos;irole to 
ob;ain, no lake offaed any against it, and one, the Konigs,e, 
was very favourable to it.-" On the Efiects of Glacier-erosion 
in Alpine Valleys," by Signor D. Gastaldi. The author de· 
scribed the occurrence in the nlley of the L3nzo and other 
Alpine valleys, at heights between 2,000 ami 3,000 metres 
(6, jOO ani 10,000 fee:), of large cirques, in two of which, in the 
valley Sauze de Cesanne, the bottom was occupied in the autumn 
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